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1 Introduction and goals
Sieving plays an important role in algorithms of computational number the-
ory [Bre89]. Sieves are used when searching for prime numbers [FV13] and
in the factorization algorithms [Con97]. The advantage of sieving is that (1)
can be calculated without checking if p | i− q for every i. Instead, the small-
est such index i0 is found and f(p) is added for i = i0 + kp indices (where
k ∈ Z).
The initial goal was to speed up factorization algorithms which use sieves,
but, in the end, a general “cache friendly” sieving algorithm was developed.
This algorithm sieves a large sieve table by efficiently administrating (large)
primes which sieve cache-sized segments, thus the name “cache optimized
linear sieve” (see [JV10, JV11]) or COLS for short.
Other optimizations, such as concurrency, were also considered. As a
result, the inverse sieve [Vat13] was developed, which is applicable to al-
gorithms similar to the sieve of Eratosthenes (but not to the factorization
algorithms, because the sieving operation is not idempotent in that case).
2 Basic definitions
For the discussion and proof of correctness of the above mentioned algorithm
the following basic definitions are introduced.
Definition 1 (Prime-offset pairs). Given a P set of sieving primes, the set
of prime-offset pairs is
F = {(p, q) ∈ P × N : 0 ≤ q < p}
so that if (p, q) ∈ F and (p, q′) ∈ F then q = q′ and for each p ∈ P there is
a q ∈ N such that (p, q) ∈ F .
Definition 2 (Sieve table). The sieve table S of size M (for a given M ∈ N)
is a sequence of M elements from a set T indexed from 0 to M − 1. The i-th
element of S is denoted by S[i].
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Definition 3 (Sieving operation). For a given set T , the ⊕ : T × T → T is
called a sieving operation, if it is associative and commutative.
Using these definitions the sieving can be defined in mathematical terms
as follows:
Definition 4. Using the notation from the previous definitions and given
a function f : P → T , S ′ is the result of sieving the sieve table S with the
prime-offset pair (p, q) ∈ F if
S ′[i] =
S[i]⊕ f(p) if ∃l ∈ N that i = q + lpS[i] otherwise
Sieving S with all primes from a subset F ′ ⊂ F , is the result of sieving
a sieve table S ′ with the (p, q) ∈ F ′ pair, where S ′ is the result of sieving S
with F ′ \ {(p, q)}. If sieving with F ′ = ∅, then the result is S, i.e. it remains
unchanged.
The above-mentioned definition reflects what a computer program does
when sieving. The equivalent and mathematically more managable definition
is given in the following lemma:
Lemma 1. The result of sieving the sieve table S with the set of prime-offset
pairs F is the sieve table S ′ for which:





where the sum uses the ⊕ sieving operation.
3 Cache optimized linear sieve
Sieving does not conform well to the memory hierarchy of modern computers
so a segment-wise sieve was introduced, where the segments can fit into the
cache, and therefore reduce the number of cache misses.
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Definition 5 (Segment). Let S be a sieve table of size M , m |M for m ∈ N
and 0 ≤ t < m integer. The t-th sub-sequence of length m of S indexed
from 0 to m − 1 is the t-th segment of S denoted by St, i.e. St[i] = S[mt +
i] for all 0 ≤ i < m.
Input: The sieve table S of size M initialized to some value.
Input: The segment size m for which m |M and m ∈ N.
Input: The set of prime-offset pairs F .
Output: The sieve table S sieved with all prime offset-pairs from F .
1 for t← 0 . . .m− 1 do
2 Prefetch St into the cache;
3 forall the (p, q) ∈ F do
4 while q < m do
5 St[q]← St[q]⊕ f(p) ;
6 q ← q + p;
7 Store the new q−m as the offset of p in F for the next segment;
Result: Sieving of segments S0 to St is complete and (1) is true for all
0 ≤ i < tm.
Algorithm 1: Segment-wise sieve
The key idea to make an efficient segment-wise sieve is based on the
following very simple lemma:
Lemma 2. If a sieving prime p, which satisfies the condition km < p <
(k + 1)m (for some k ∈ N), sieves an element in segment St, then the next
segment where p will sieve is St′ for t′ = t+ k or t′ = t+ k + 1.
The lemma can be rephrased as follows: a sieving prime between km and
(k + 1)m times the segment size skips either k or k + 1 segments.
The COLS algorithm uses data-structures called circles and buckets to
manage large prime-offset pairs efficiently.
Definition 6 (Circles and buckets). Let K = bmaxP/mc+ 1 be the number
of circles. Let us classify the primes in P by size and the prime-offset pairs
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in F as the collection of sets Pk and Fk for 0 ≤ k < K respectively, where
Pk = {p ∈ P : km ≤ p < (k + 1)m}
Fk = {(p, q) ∈ F : km ≤ p < (k + 1)m}
Let 0 ≤ d ≤ k. The initial (t = 0) state of the bucket with index d of
order k, denoted by B0k,d, is a set of prime-offset pairs such that
B0k,d = {(p, q −md) : (p, q) ∈ Fk ∧ dm ≤ q < (d+ 1)m}
The t+ 1 state of the bucket with index d of order k > 0 for 0 ≤ t < M/m is
Bt+1k,d =

{(p, q) : (p, q) ∈ Btk,b ∧ 0 ≤ q} if d ≡ t (mod k + 1)
Btk,d ∪ {(p, q +m) : (p, q) ∈ B
t





k,b = {(p, q + δp− (k + 1)m) : (p, q) ∈ Btk,b}
δ = min{l ∈ N : q + lp ≥ m}
b = t mod (k + 1)
where b is the index of the current bucket.
The set of buckets Ctk = {Btk,d : 0 ≤ d ≤ k} is the circle of order k in state
t.
Theorem 1. For each 0 ≤ t ≤ M/m and 0 ≤ k < K the sets Pk and Ctk
are equal, in the sense that for each p ∈ Pk there is exactly one (p, q′) prime-
offset pair in exactly one Btk,d bucket which belongs to Ctk (for some offset
0 ≤ q′ < m and index 0 ≤ d ≤ k).
The following invariants are true for the COLS algorithm:
Theorem 2. For each index 0 ≤ k < K and state 0 ≤ t ≤ M/m the
bucket Btk,d contains exactly those (p, q′) prime-offset pairs which satisfy the
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following properties:
km ≤ p < (k + 1)m
0 ≤ q′ < min{p,m}
q ≡ (t+ d− b+ k + 1)m+ q′ (mod p) if 0 ≤ d < b
q ≡ (t+ d− b)m+ q′ (mod p) if b ≤ d ≤ k
where b = t mod (k + 1) is the index of the current bucket and (p, q) ∈ F .
Corollary 1. Primes in the current bucket always sieve the current segment
which is St.
Corollary 2. The bucket Btk,d contains exactly those primes which sieve
segment St+d′ where d′ = (d+ k + 1− b) mod (k + 1).
An overview of the COLS algorithm is given in Algorithm 2:
Input: Initialized S sieve table, prime-offset pairs arranged into
circles and buckets as described in Definition 6.
Output: S sieved by all prime-offset pairs.
1 for t← 0 . . .M/n− 1 do
/* The primes in C0 are treated differently. */
2 Execute the inner loop of Algorithm 1 for C0;
3 for k ← 1 . . . K − 1 do
4 for (p, q) ∈ Btk,b do
5 St[q]← St[q]⊕ f(p);
6 Put the newly calculated offset q′ in the right bucket.;
/* b is the current bucket of Ck. */
7 b← (b+ 1) mod (k + 1); /* Rolling the circle Ck.
*/
Algorithm 2: An overview of the cache optimized linear sieve
The innermost loop of COLS is highly optimized using assembly language
provided in the following code listings.
1 bts [RDX],R13d ; sieve at offset q
2 lea R13d ,[ R12d+R13d] ; calculate q+p
3 lea R10d ,[ R13d+R8d] ; store LO offset (temp.)
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4 sub R13d ,R9d ; store HI offset
5 mov RCX ,RSI ; store HI address
6 cmovc RCX ,RDI ; rewrite to LO address (cond.)
7 cmovc R13d ,R10d ; rewrite to LO offset (cond.)
8 setc BL ; if LO : RBX=1 else 0
9 add RBX ,RBX ; if LO : RBX=2 else 0
10 mov [RCX],R12d ; save prime (to LO or HI)
11 mov [RCX +4], R13d ; save offset (to LO or HI)
12 lea RSI ,[ RSI+RBX *4 -8] ; HI : RSI=HIaddr -=8 or
13 lea RDI ,[ RDI+RBX *4] ; LO : RDI=LOaddr +=8
14 mov R14d ,[ RCX+RBX *8 -8] ; load next prime
15 mov R15d ,[ RCX+RBX *8 -4] ; load next offset
Listing 1: The sieve_b() implementation in x86 assembly.
4 The inverse sieve
Because of power dissipation, processors have hit a dead-end with regards to
increasing the number clock cycles per second. For a few years now, most
processor manufacturers maintain the speed of their processors at approxi-
mately 3GHz, only increasing the number of cores. As a result, to keep up
in speed, most algorithms have to be rewritten with concurrency in mind.
To tackle really big problems, the workload has to be distributed among
multiple computers.
The basic approach is to send out different sieving primes to different
sieving nodes and then merge the resulting sieved tables. However, this intro-
duces heavy inter-process communication negating the benefits of distributed
computing. To solve this problem the inverse sieve uses a simple lossy com-
pression of the sieve table which reduces drastically the inter-process commu-
nication while introducing virtually no extra effort to sieve this compressed
table.
Definition 7. Let m | M and S be the sieve table of size M with zeros
representing the eliminated elements and ones representing the potential can-
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didates, then the compressed sieve table is
Ŝ[k] =
0 if S[km+ i] = 0 for all 0 ≤ i < m1 otherwise
The compressed sieve table can be thought of as the division of the original
table into m long sub-intervals, where the content of each sub-interval is
“smeared”. The elements of the compressed tables are smears, a 1 smear
if the corresponding sub-interval contains at least one bit set to 1, or a 0
smear if all the elements are eliminated from the uncompressed table i.e. the
corresponding uncompressed sub-interval contains only 0 bits.
After sieving with small primes, which eliminate almost all candidates, the
sieve table will contain long intervals which contain only eliminated elements.
As a result most of the elements of the compressed sieve will also be 0 smears.
Input: Compressed sieve Ŝ with M/m smears, a batch of prime-offset
pairs Fj.
Output: Saved offsets which are to be sent back to the master node.
1 foreach (p, q) ∈ Fj do
2 while q < M do
3 q′ ← bq/mc ; /* or just q′ ← q′  c if m = 2c */
4 if Ŝ[q′] = 1 then Save(q);
5 q ← q + p;
Algorithm 3: The inverse sieve executed on the remote nodes
The result obtained from the remote processes by inverse sieving is a list
of offsets (stored as an array of integers) which might eliminate a candidate
in the uncompressed sieve table. The benefit of inverse sieving comes from
eliminating the prime-offset pairs which do not sieve into the sieve table while
keeping inter-process communication at a minimum.
5 Results
Result 1. A generalized framework for sieving and proof of correctness of
the COLS algorithm.
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Figure 1: Speed comparison plot
Result 2. A computer program, executing the sieve of Eratosthenes for
230 ≈ 109 long intervals at the vicinity of 1017, which was compared to the
optimized sieve described in [eS11] with results compared in figure 1 (“lime”
and “cl07” are running the COLS algorithm).
Note. Because of difference in hardware, the results are not entirely con-
clusive; however, it does show significant improvement over machines with
slower memory. This is important because of the always growing difference
between the speed of the main memory and the CPU sometimes referred to
as the “memory wall”.
Result 3. The inverse sieve, which is a proposition for optimizing distributed
sieving on computers with local memory but limited bandwidth.
The COLS algorithm described in [JV11] was used in a prime sieve pro-
gram [Sut14] and cited a paper [CSB14].
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